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DearDearDearDear ConsulConsulConsulConsul GeneralGeneralGeneralGeneral：

Low carbon has became the focus of governments and the common
topic around the globe since the United Nations Climate Change Conference
was held in Copenhagen last December. And China has been devoting to the
exploration of Low carbon economy. For example, President Hu
demonstrated the sincerity in reducing carbon emissions and developing Low
carbon economy in the UN climate summit last September and in November
the same year，Premier Wen also came to a decision at the executive meeting
of the State Council that our per unit GDP, compared with 2005, will reduce
40% to 45% by 2020. Besides, our National Development and Reform
Commission (NDRC) determined to develop the experiments of low carbon
industry construction in 5 provinces and 8 cities.

Facing the challenge of both development and the climate crisis,
everybody needs more courage and wisdom to be engaged with the
construction in low carbon times. Chongqing is one of the first cities that
joined low carbon cities project. In addition, it is a city primarily based on the
industry economy. Therefore, vigorously advocating low carbon economy
and energy saving & emission reduction is particularly significant.

In order to thoroughly apply the Scientific Outlook on Development,
cultivate the creativity of students in Chongqing, and enhance the constructing
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of Livable Chongqing, Green Chongqing as well, the five institutes related
(Chongqing Science and Technology Commission, Chongqing Municipal
Education Commission, Chongqing Municipal Association of Science and
Technology, Chongqing Municipal Federation of Social Sciences Circles,
Chongqing Committee of Communist Youth League) have decided on
launching a writing contest entitled "Low-carbon Living in My Eyes" among
all the students in Chongqing.

Your country already had an outstanding achievement on the economic
development with low carbon as a developed low carbon economy country.
We sincerely hope that the cultural exchange between teenagers of
Chongqing and the developed low carbon economy cities around the globe
would be facilitated through this contest.

The organizing method of this contest in the city of Chongqing, P. R.
China is that the administrative department for education publicizes
information and organizes students in this city to take part in. The best pieces
would be selected and awarded after the first round, the second round and the
final round (More details for participants in China are in Annex). Some
activities like scientific and cultural lectures on low carbon and social
investigation of low carbon enterprises would be held during the contest.

To organize this contest in your country need your support that 3-5
schools in one or two cities in your country should hold an writing contest on
the theme of Low Carbon Living. Each city picks out 2 winners and the list of
them should be sent to the consulate with their works before January 10, 2011.
The name list will be submitted by the consulate to the organizing committee.

The organizing committee would pay the students from your country
round transportation fares and daily cost. The basic standard is 20,000



RMB/person. This period of exchange will be 5 days. During these days,
students will take part in not only this contest, but also some cultural activities
for young people, such as the investigation of the Bayu Culture, the exchange
of teachers and students from famous schools and forum on The Low Carbon
Living in My Heart. We warmly welcome those outstanding student
representatives from your country to participate in the contest and promote our
cultural exchange.

At the same time, we sincerely invite a consul to be the member of
consultative committee and attend the award ceremony and some activities on
the international culture communication. So that the adolescents would
enhance the awareness of the international cultural exchange between the youth
and further the exploration of low carbon living.

Annexes：
1) Circular of the Chongqing Students' Writing Contest
"Low-carbon Living in My Eyes"

2) The consulate reply and the recommendation form for the
judges

3) The recommendation form for the contestant
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Annex 2：

REPLY

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

RECOMMONDATION FORM (JUDGE)

Notes：
1、To ensure the proficiency and authority, judges are in charge of appraisal of this contest. This
judge committee is made up of famous scientists, experts, scholars, consuls, senior Chinese
teachers and senior chief editors (journalists) of the media invited by the organizing committee.
2、Please submit the reply and the recommendation form for the judges via fax or e-mail before
November 25, 2010.

FAX:86-23-63659891 E-MAIL:ditan2010tb@163.com
CONTACTS：Du Jinfang 86-23-63659937 Zhou Runjing 86-23-63659891
WEBSITE：http://ditan.yesnew.com
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Annex 3：
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RECOMMONDATIONRECOMMONDATIONRECOMMONDATIONRECOMMONDATION FORMFORMFORMFORM
(CONTESTANT)

NAME：__________________________

SCHOOL：________________________

CONSULATE：____________________



RECOMMONDATION FORM OF CONTESTANT

NAME GENDER PIC
AGE SCHOOL
CLASS TEL
E-MAIL PRECEPTOR
PRECEPTOR’s
TEL

PRECEPTOR’s
E-MAIL

ADDRESS

EDUCATION
EXPERIENCES

TIME SCHOOL MAJOR

LOWLOWLOWLOW

CARBONCARBONCARBONCARBON

PRACTICEPRACTICEPRACTICEPRACTICE

（To describe your social practice with the theme of low carbon
about 500 words）



REQUIREMENTS

ARTICLEARTICLEARTICLEARTICLE

Please submit an article with the topic of Low Carbon Living

Low Carbon Living means a low energy, low expenditure and low
spending living. It requests us to use less energy in our daily life so to
reduce the carbon dioxide emission.

You can describe your imagine of low carbon living in the future or you
can tell us how you threw yourself into low carbon activities in daily life.
Besides, you can also share your experiences and ideas to make a low
carbon living.

All articles are required to be innovative, educative and readable. Both
style and title are not restricted.

Word Limit:
� Group of Primary School: within 800 words
� Group of Junior Middle School: within 1,500 words
� Group of Senior Middle School: within 3,000 words
� Group of University: NO LIMIT

All articles are required to be original. DO NOT COPY.

(Please send the articles with this form.)

VIDEOVIDEOVIDEOVIDEO

Please submit a self-presentation video

Your video should includes：self-introduction, my low carbon living and
my city’s low carbon actions.

Time Limit:
� 3-5 minutes

All videos are required to be smooth and clear. It is better to show some
verifiable objects.

STATEMENTSTATEMENTSTATEMENTSTATEMENT

I have checked all the details in this form and all annexes to ensure they
are all real. I am responsible for the authenticity of this material.

SIGNATURE:
TIME:



OPINIONS

Notes：
Please send the scan edition of this form to ditan2010tb@163.com before January 10, 2011.At

the same time, please mailing this form to the Office of The Low Carbon Living in My Eyes Writing
Contest, Open Class Magazine, Fortune NO.3 B-7F, Fortune Center, New North Zone, Chongqing.
CONTACTS：Du Jinfang 86-23-63659937 Zhou Runjing 86-23-63659891
URL：http://ditan.yesnew.com

OPINIONSOPINIONSOPINIONSOPINIONS
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